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ABSTRACT
. The text of the Commission on Multicultural Education

of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education was
developed as a means of increasing recognition cn the part of
teachers and educators to the need for proMoting cultural awareness.
The - statement affirms that schoOls should be oriented toward the
cultural enrichmefit ,of all 'children and youth- through Trograms
devoted to the preservation and extension of cultural alternatives..
,Stressing that cultural pluralism is a basic quality' of American
culture; the statement asserts that inculcating pluralistic reset

--must be accomplished through (1) the teaching of 'Values 'supporting
. such diversity, (2) the encouragement of the qualitative expansion of

existing ethnic cultures and tkeir incorporation into the' American,
socioeconomic and political mainstream, (3) support of explbration
into alternative and emerging lifestyles,- and .(,4) the 'encouragement
of multiculturalism, mpltilingualism,'and multidialectism. Colleges

universities are po"si"ted with a -fcentral, role in the affirmative
_development of a culturally pluralistic ;so04ety., (rim
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A Statement on -.
Multicultural Education

In an action reflecting its cornrnitment td
alleviating social problems throuigh educa-
tion, the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education established the Com-
mission on Multicultural Education. The
Commission, tamed in the aftermath' of the

,Kent State and Jackson State tragedies, is
the outgrowth of the Association's long his-
tory 'of involvement in building a more ef-
fective and humane society through the
betterment of teacher education.

The Multicultural. Statement 'is a,signifi-
cant product of the Commission's work. The
:Statement, which was adopted officially in
November 1972 by the AACTE Board of Di-
rectors, was prepared for AACTE, its mem-
ber institutions, and other centers of higher
leamingtas a guide for addressing the issue
of multicultural education.

Commission members caution that the
term "multicultural" is not a euphemism for

."disadvantaged." Rather, the Statement
encompasses' broad ethnic and cultural
sPhires.

The Statement, a product of Commission,
interaction with a number of higher educe}
tipn institutions and personnel, is presented

' here in the interest of improving the quality
of through. jlan increased social

reness on the part of teachers and
teac4er educatop.

TEXT OF MULTICULTURAL STATEMENT

° Multicultural education is education which val-
ues cultural pluralism Multicultural education re-
jects the view that schools should seek to melt
away cultural differences or the view that schools
should merely tolerate cultural pluralism. Instead,
multicultural education affirms that schools should
be oriented toward' the cultural enrichment of all
epildren and youth through programs rooted to the -
'preservation and ,extension of cultural alternatives
Multicultural education recognizes cultural diversity
as a fact of life in American society, and it affirms
that this cultural diversity is a valuable resource that
should be preserved and extended. It affirms that
major editon institutionl

ry
should strive to:pre-

see and e ance cultural Ottiraliem.
To endorse cultural pluralism is to endorse the

nnciple that there is-no one model American. To
en se culture pluralism Isla understand and O-
ran to the differences that eirist among the nation's
ci ens. It is to see these differences as a /positive

rce in the continuing development of a society
Which professes a wholesome respect for the in-
trinsic worth of every individual. Cultural pluralism
is more than a terttporary accommodation to placate:
racial and ethnic minorities. It is a concept that aims
toward a heightened sense of being and of whole-
,ness of the entire society based on the unique
strengths each of its parts.

Cultur pluralism rejects both assimilation and
separa as ultimate goals. The positive elements
of a culturally pluralistiCsociety will be realized only
if there is a healthy interaction among the diverse
groups which cOmpriiet_he.natiora-difiiinir, Such '-
interaction enables all to share in the richness of
AmeriCa's multicultural heritage. Such interaction
provides -a means for coping with Intercultural ten-
sions that are natuial and cannot be avoided in a
growing, dynamic society To accept cultural plural..
ism is to recognize that no group lives in a vacuum
that each group exists as part of an interrelated
whole.

If cultural' pluralism is so basic a quality of our
culture, it must become an integral part of the edu-
cational process at every level. Education for cul-
tural pluralism includes four major tqusts:11) the
teaching of values which support-cultural diversity'
and individual uniqueness; (2) the encouragement
of the qualitative expansion-Of existing ethnic cul-
tures and their incorporation into the mainstream of
American socioeconomic and 'political life; (3) the
-support of explorations in alternative and emerging,
life styles; and (4) the encoUragenient of multicul-
turalism, multilingualism, and multidialectism.While
schools must insure that all students are assisted in

developingthei, skills to function effectively in so-
ciety. such ammitment Should not imply or permit
the denigration of cultural differences.

Educational institutions play a major role-in
shaping the attitudes and beliefs of `the nation's,
youth These institutions bear theteavy task of pre-
paring each generation to assume the rights and
responsibilities of adult lifejatielping the transition

-to a society that values cultural pluralism. educa-
tional institutions must provide leadership for the
development of individual commitment to a social
system where individual worth and dignity are fun-
damental tenets. This provision means,that schools
and colleges must assure ttrat their total educational
process and educational content reflect a commit-
ment to cultural pluralism, lo addition, special em-
phasis programs muit be- provided where all stu-
dents are helped to understa4thatbeing different
connotes neither superidrity ribtAferolity:Pragrams
where-students of various social and ethnic back-.
grounds.may leam *freely from one another, pro-
grams that help diffeient minority students under-
stand who they are, where they are going, and how
they can make their contribution fo the soDety in
which-they live.

Colleges and universities engaged in the prep-
aration of teachers have a central role in the posi-
tive development of our culturally pluralistic society.
If cultural pluralism is to'become an integral part of
the educational process. teachers and,personnel
must be prepared in aci environment where the
commitment td: multicultural education is evident.
Evidence of this- commitment includes such factors
as a faculty and staff of multiethnic and multiracial
character, a student body that is rep;esentatiVe of
the culturally diverse nature of the community being
served, and,a 'culturally pluralistic-curriculum that
accurately represents the diverse multicultural na-
ture Of American society.

Multicultural edUcation programs for teachers
are more than special.courses or speCiarlearning
experiences grafted ontdthestandard program The
commitment to cultural pluralisfn must permeate all
areas of tile educational experience provided] for
prospective teachers

Multicultural educatiqn reaches beyond aware-
' ness and understanding of cultural differences
More important than the acceptance and Support of
these differdnces is the recognition of the right of
these different cultures to exist. The goal of cultural
pluralism can be achieved only if there is'full rec-
ognition of cultural differenCes and an effective edu-
cational program that makes 'cultural equality real
and meaningful. The attainment of this goal will
bang a richness and quality of fife that would be a

. long ,step toward realizing the democratic ideals so
;nobly p.roclaimed tlyithe founding fathers of this

nation. . . -
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